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Welcome letter
ACG New York is the place to be, where middle-market dealmakers network and close deals. It is truly the largest gathering of
middle-market professionals, with more than 1,100 members and over 5,000 event attendees engaging with each other.

Dear Middle-Market Professional,
As President, board member and a long-time member, I can say this statement with a high degree of confidence: my affiliation
with ACG New York has been very beneficial to my career. Since joining as a member over a decade ago, I can pinpoint that the
source of each professional success that I achieved stems from a relationship initially developed at an ACG New York event. As an
organization, we will continue to invest in dealmaking events and quality programming which will further increase your ROI.
ACG New York is committed to providing an environment where the focus is on deals as well as encouraging and supporting
inclusion in the middle market. We continually look to offer opportunities for our members and middle-market professionals to
create strong relationships that lead to deal flow. We have recently:
•

Developed creative new deal sourcing programs, including private equity to private equity deal sourcing and One-onOne Dealmaking meetings for all our major conferences, including our consumer/retail, healthcare, industrial and business
services/technology conferences.

•

Invested in Women of Leadership (WOL), which resulted in the largest turnout of women professionals to our WOL Summit
and the highly attended One-on-One Dealmaking event.

•

Brought together national middle-market dealmakers for programming, dealmaking and our Wine Gala in the most highly
attended Middle Market Week since its inception.

•

Strengthened dealmaking at our 900-attendee Wine Gala by adding breakout events for our Forward, Family Office, PE/IB,
Lenders and Women of Leadership groups.

•

Held the first One-on-One Dealmaking meeting for our Forward community (under-35 professional crowd) to further
incorporate this growing demographic within our broader community.

•

Added four highly regarded investing and transaction professionals to our Board to ensure that the momentum of our
chapter continues.

Given the growing interest in middle-market private equity/debt as an asset class, we will hold the first ever ACG New York GP/
LP event in October of 2019. In addition, our presence in Washington, DC ensures that our member’s voices will be heard by
lawmakers and policy makers. This has resulted in several successes for our community on the tax and regulation front.
If you have seen meaningful change at ACG New York and want to see that change move forward, get involved. It’s your network.
Best wishes,
David Acharya
President, ACG New York
Partner, AGI Partners LLC
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Resilience amid uncertainty
New York middle-market PE deals
Following a modest decline in 2016,
private equity dealmaking across New
York’s middle market has recovered
YoY through 2018, which tallied 227
completed transactions that propelled
deal value to record heights at almost
$29 billion in aggregate. Despite the
uncertainty that has come to cloud
macro-level outlooks for 2019, New
York’s middle market appears on pace
to meet or exceed both figures, with
value and volume ticking up in 2Q.
The resilience of New York’s middle
market suggests that it can weather
the stiff prices that characterize
the dealmaking environment. For
PE funds to attain their historical
outperformance, though, firms across
the middle market are increasingly
targeting novel opportunities,
according to dealmakers, who are still
closing on deals at historically robust
rates despite multiples in some corners
approaching 12x EBITDA.

Dealmaking staging sustained come back
New York PE middle-market deal activity
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Quarterly value, volume momentum picks up
New York PE middle-market deal activity by quarter
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Exit activity holding its own
New York middle-market PE-backed exits

Exits revert to historic levels

Exit activity remains robust. However,
the increasing share of secondary
buyouts characteristic of the past five
years, although continuing to buoy
activity overall, has yet to show signs
of propping up exit flow to near-record
levels in 2019. After firms across New
York’s middle market enjoyed a third
straight year of growth in aggregate
value last year, both value and volume
have declined quarter-over-quarter
this year, with M&A and IPOs for PE
portfolio companies starting to revert
to activity levels more characteristic
of historical medians. Outsized
expectations around multiples have
met with an otherwise uncertain macro
environment so far this year. This has
likely started to weigh on expectations
for PE portfolio assets, complicating
the reviewing of potential targets
for purchase based on projections
for future growth and potentially
extending holding periods.

New York PE middle-market exit activity
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Exit activity slows as buyers await greater certainty
New York PE middle-market exit activity by quarter
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LPs maintain PE exposure
New York middle-market PE fundraising

Fundraising remains robust

The appetite of limited partners for
exposure to the PE asset class could
appear to remain undiminished, when
looking at aggregate funds raised
in 2018 to date. For New York in
particular, it should be noted that as it
hosts many flagship buyout firms, its
numbers will necessarily be skewed
and speak more to the health of the
US PE fundraising cycle on the whole.
Accordingly, PE fundraising numbers
for the US do seem currently healthy,
although the cycle’s timescale is
necessarily long, so the ramifications
of the current high-priced environment
have not yet resulted in returns that
may shift the cycle up or down. That
said, it isn’t unreasonable to presume a
lowered volume going forward, at least
relative to the highs of 2014-2016, due
to LPs waiting to see eventual results.

New York PE middle-market fundraising activity
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Fewer funds drive fundraising
Rolling four-quarter New York PE middle-market fundraising activity
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M&A market remains robust
despite fluctuations
The 19% increase in the dollar volume of deal activity during the first half of 2019 was the strongest six-month opening for US
dealmaking since 1980, according to data from Thomson Reuters. The $1.1 trillion of completed transactions for US targets
reflects the rise in large deals that offset a significant decline (13%) in US middle-market transactions (up to $500 million),
compared to 1H 2018. In terms of deal volume, the decline in the US middle market was sharper, with a total number of
announced deals with US middle-market targets of 4,977 in 1H 2019, compared to a total of 6,471 in 1H 2018—a 23% decrease.
The government shutdown from December 22, 2018 to January 25, 2019 contributed to the decline by causing delays in
regulatory applications and the filing of registration or proxy statements.
The decline in US middle-market activity between the first half of 2018 and the first half 2019 follows a relatively stable period
between 2017 and 2018, with transactions for US middle-market targets totaling $175 billion during 2018, compared to $174
billion in 2017. While it is too early to tell, it may be possible for 2H 2019 to offset the decline in the first half.
In general, mega deals influenced the aggregate value of M&A activity significantly, and transactions below $1 billion
constituted only 28% and 22% of the aggregate value of M&A activity in 2017 and 2018, respectively. But, in terms of deal
number, transactions below $1 billion accounted for 94% and 93% of the total number of transactions over the same time
period. While transaction multiples decreased slightly in 2018 relative to 2017, from 12.9x to 12.3x, they remained well above the
10-year median of 10.9x. The amount of uncalled capital of private equity funds portends a positive outlook for transactions,
especially if dark clouds begin to form in economic skies, causing sellers to stop waiting for prices to continue to rise.
For M&A deals valued up to $500 million in 2018, buyers were most active in the consumer discretionary sector (18%), followed
by the industrials (14%), information technology (13%) and health care (13%) sectors, according to data from S&P Capital
IQ. Due to the influence of large transactions, 2018 saw a slightly different breakdown for the general US M&A market, with
information technology as the leading sector. The first half of 2019 showed similar trends for the US M&A middle market, but
the portion of transactions in the health care sector among all middle-market transactions grew to 18%.
Sponsor-backed US M&A activity increased in 2018, but there is strong competition to deploy cash reserves among PE firms
due to the scarcity of quality assets. In addition, a potential US-China trade war is concerning PE investors.
Going forward, we can expect inbound investment, especially by Chinese buyers, to be impacted by growing scrutiny under
the US Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act (FIRRMA), which took effect on August 13, 2018. It reformed and
expanded the authority of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the US (CFIUS), which requires mandatory declarations for
any investments in US businesses related to critical technologies if the specific investment falls under the scope of the “covered
transaction” definition under FIRRMA. Even noncontrolling investments may fall under the definition of a “covered transaction.”
Overall, despite the estimates of a recession in 2020 and possible fluctuations in the market, we expect robust dealmaking to
continue for the US M&A market.

To discuss any topics in this article, please contact James D. Rosener at rosenerj@pepperlaw.com or Cagatay “Ty” Akkoyun at
akkoyunc@pepperlaw.com.
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Transportation and logistics
companies can drive
valuations in today’s market
With e-commerce continuing to grow at a rapid pace—online sales worldwide rose 18% to almost $3 trillion in 2018—
transportation and logistics (T&L) companies that provide transportation, logistics and fulfillment services on behalf of
e-commerce companies continue to garner interest as acquisition targets. In particular, asset-light T&L businesses have seen their
valuations spike in an active M&A landscape. Over the past five years, the multiples at which these companies are selling have
climbed from about eight times EBITDA to as high as 12x or 13x EBITDA.
Several factors are impacting valuations. First and most obvious, T&L companies are benefiting from the continuing growth of
e-commerce. When adjusted for seasonal variation, online shopping in 2Q 2019 accounted for a little over 10% of total retail sales
in the US and these sales are growing 13.3% YoY, according to the US Department of Commerce. This means that well-positioned
T&L companies are in high demand and can command outsized selling prices.
A second reason for the rising valuations of T&L companies is the fact that the market is saturated with buyers, including many
strategic acquirers with plenty of cash on their balance sheets. These players are willing to commit high bids in auction processes
to purchase companies they can synergistically integrate with their own to create long-term shareholder value. Additionally,
there are many private equity funds in the T&L space actively competing against strategic buyers. These PE firms are investing in
platform companies that can serve as a foundation for rolling up multiple smaller companies in the same industry.
And then there’s Amazon—the e-commerce giant—which is steadily bringing more of its logistics in-house and keeps raising the
bar with services like one-day delivery in every market. This is the “Amazon effect.” It compels T&L providers to keep pace and
improve their services if they want to attract new customers and potential buyers.
So, moving forward, how can T&L companies distinguish themselves in the market to attract the highest valuation possible? Here
are three ideas:
1.

Offer value-added services. Delivery now involves much more than dropping a box at the front door. Some T&L companies
are adding white-glove services that ensure high-end freight like furniture and electronics is not just delicately handled but
also properly assembled and installed in the customer’s home.

2.

Leverage technology. The strategic use of technology is helping T&L companies fuel growth while enabling faster and
more efficient package delivery. Some businesses have developed proprietary software that allows them to better track the
location of their deliveries, predict where and when capacity will be available and automate the process of matching the right
truck with the right shipment at the right time.

3.

Embrace specialization. The emergence of specialized T&L businesses that focus on niche sectors is a trend taking place in
the market today. Examples include providers that have developed expertise in delivering medications to hospitals or those
that deliver auto parts to repair shops. Companies that master the art of specialization can build a loyal customer base and
ultimately command strong valuations.

The outlook for M&A activity in the T&L space looks promising for at least the near future. Despite global economic uncertainty
and the potential emergence of disruptive new technologies, we expect the T&L market to remain highly competitive and for
valuations to hold and test historic highs.

Marc Nadritch is a partner at CohnReznick’s New York office and a member of the firm’s Transactional Advisory Services practice.
With over 17 years of experience, he has led financial due diligence engagements related to both corporate and private equity
clients’ acquisitions in various industries, with a primary focus on middle-market transactions.
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Supply chain: EBITDA
accelerator or inhibitor?
Prior to the e-commerce movement, many considered the supply chain a second-tier operational cost driver most commonly
synonymous with corporate procurement functions. Today, it is typically the second-largest cost driver of any distributor business
model and, often, the most under-evaluated and under-capitalized function of a deal. Yet the supply chain can have a significant
impact on accelerating EBITDA in the first 100 days and beyond.
Globally, consumerism has rapidly developed an “order today, deliver tomorrow” expectation. While traditionally founded in
retail and consumer product markets, this expectation now transcends all industries whether customers are purchasing clothing
or drill rig parts online. It requires investors to consider the significant shifts in capital and operating intensity necessary to meet
the ever-increasing demand upon the supply chain while designing and deploying deliberate and measurable performance
improvement strategies that capture valuation multiples early in the relationship.
Here are three pointers to ensure your supply chain gains the proper relevance in your investment strategy.
1.

Supply chain evaluation as a deeper function of deal due diligence — Financial engineering during deal due diligence often
provides a nearsighted view of what is operationally required to fully leverage the supply chain and its impact on achieving
investor growth strategy. Understanding supply chain operational health and wealth early in the deal cycle, its ability to scale
and deliver to new markets quickly at a competitive price point as well as the capital and resources required to do so will be
paramount in realizing the investment growth strategy.

2.

Supply chain as a key value creation strategy component — When supply chain performance is influenced by multiple
functions in an organization, it can be difficult to attribute its true cumulative bottom-line impact. Today’s most prominent
catalysts of supply chain operational performance are marketing and logistics. It is important to analyze quick, free delivery
implications, including super-regional distribution points, technology alignment and automation, as well as the ability to
pinpoint accuracy in total landed cost. By valuing supply chain as a priority lever early in the acquisition cycle and funding
supply chain engineering and optimization to align with investment growth strategy, you can proactively transform its
capabilities to deliver with ease, speed and at a lower cost.

3.

Supply chain resilience and sustainability — Beyond acquisition integration, supply chain designs should evolve with growth,
markets and economic volatilities. Older designs once operating at peak performance erode with time and require constant
monitoring and re-engineering to sustain the gains obtained from the initial supply chain investment.

Having proper operational practices and performance metrics across all supply chain functions affecting the organization is
critical for long-term sustainability and IRR maximization.
Markets will continue growing at greater scale and with more complexity to meet rising consumer demands. Logistics leaders
should focus sharply on strategizing through due diligence to remain resilient. Those who design agile supply chains can be
better prepared to respond to an ever-changing industry landscape.

Wendy Buxton is the President of LynnCo Supply Chain Solutions.
Wendy.Buxton@LynnCo-SCS.com
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An “always on” M&A
strategy is imperative
During my career as a tax and business advisor to privately held businesses, I have worked on over 350 M&A transactions. But
behind these transactions are many M&A processes that did not close as a result of an unprepared business owner. Based on
my experience, M&A needs to be a strategy that is considered even when there is no imminent or pending transaction. Business
owners should consider M&A as an integrated part of their business strategy. Even if they do not plan on any transactions, there
will often be a moment when it is a consideration, and there will be significant challenges in starting from scratch. This long-term
planning strategy is critical. Once the M&A process is initiated, it can be difficult and expensive to backtrack; more importantly,
the basis for the company’s offer could change or be withdrawn entirely.
When business owners start to think about M&A strategies, they often consider expansion opportunities that are not already
available as resources within their business. For example, some companies may have a large and expanding customer base, but
not the right talent or manufacturing facilities. Finding a complementary partner, whether it is in a sales force (talent) capacity
or in manufacturing facilities, is part of the due diligence process. This strategy holds regardless of whether it is a buy or sell
transaction.

Lack of planning will be detrimental
As an example of a lack of M&A planning, we advised a business owner who is well-respected in his field and built a business that
currently has several Fortune 100 clients on its client roster. However, while looking at his business, it was difficult to determine
his business segments and where he was most profitable to support his valuation. This business owner was approached by a
strategic, but the negotiations turned sour and eventually the potential for a deal was taken off the table. The business owner
was keen on selling, given that he was looking to retire. The client did not perform the necessary legwork to be able to sell to
another entity, such as having control and support over the financial information and data to support the recurring revenue
from his customers to support the selling price. In this case, the owner wanted to exit his business; however, by only focusing on
one interested buyer, he didn’t set himself up for success. He did not entertain competing offers and incorporate any potential
business improvements based on the feedback that often accompanies M&A-related interactions.

Business disruption can occur when you are not prepared
We were working with a company in the pharmaceutical space that signed a letter of intent, but they lacked preparation. One
significant area was in revenue recognition, which contained incorrect numbers that substantially affected the EBITDA that was
represented. In addition, during the selling and due diligence process, the owners—implementing the process at the last minute—
were extremely distracted. They had to drop all their executive duties to focus on the M&A discussion and were thus unable to focus
on their customer base. Proper planning and preparation would have prevented this deal from failing and draining resources.
The process of considering M&A forces business owners to evaluate their future as opposed to only considering present needs
such as minimizing taxes and current revenue streams. It is imperative that business owners thus formulate an M&A plan so they
are not left scrambling when an offer is made. This planning also helps to ensure the long-term success of their business by
conducting the necessary due diligence that could highlight potential new resources, reveal weaknesses and provide a window
into long-term growth prospects.

Corey Massella is a partner at UHY LLP and has over 25 years of experience as an entrepreneur, tax and business advisor and as
a specialist in SEC accounting and audit services. Additionally, Corey has experience serving as a Private Equity and Technology
Industry Group practice leader.
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M&A in 2019—Cautious
optimism or trepidation?
In 2018, the M&A market was driven by optimism. Global deal value was the second highest since the 2008 financial crisis.
Positive global growth, low cost of debt, investor support and CEO confidence combined to boost M&A activity. While deal
count fell last year, value rose to $3.5 trillion—an 11.5% increase compared to 2017. Perhaps the biggest tailwind was the Trump
administration’s implementation of tax reform, which gave strategic US buyers more cash for acquisitions, including overseas
funds. In addition, many companies chose to divest business lines either through a market transaction or to a competitor, which
may have been in response to activists.
Although M&A activity in the first half of 2019 remained relatively strong, the pace has since slowed compared to previous years.
The US, for example, had its slowest first quarter by deal count in five years; however, deal value still remained high in the US
during 1H 2019, and, at $414 billion, represents over half of global deal volume.
2019 is on pace to be a year of cautious optimism, due to the continued uncertainties buyers face, the most important of which
are the US-China trade war and Brexit. At a close third, and perhaps gaining, is the use of home jurisdiction regulatory approval
requirements to protect domestic industries. Amid heightened geopolitical risks and rising protectionism globally, domestic
M&A accounted for 67% of the overall activity in 1H 2019 compared to a yearly average of 61.3% since 2010. It would not be
surprising to see continued domestic M&A and industry convergence in 2H 2019, with buyers utilizing M&A for immediate growth
by targeting adjacent industries or focusing on strategic integration in anticipated future high-growth markets and diversifying
products.
So far, 2019 does not seem to be the year in which buyers pivot from the persistent trend of acquiring companies for their
underlying technology. M&A in the technology sector has soared, mostly due to a drive from private equity firms and the
growing demand for data analytics and cloud services from business of all sizes. With over 1,000 deals closed so far in 2019, the
technology sector globally was responsible for 15.9% of deal activity by volume in 1H 2019—a record for the sector’s half-year
share.
The continued cautious optimism seems to be justified. While the confluence of factors that helped create optimism in 2018—new
tax legislation, a strong stock market and cheap financing—is still present, there is concern that economic forces could shift or
that the impact of the current US administration’s regulatory and trade policies still could negatively affect deal activity in the
second half of the year. It is perhaps unsurprising that, going forward, companies should focus on wise spending; they will be
watching as industry convergence and sector consolidation continue to impact M&A strategy, targeting and transaction activity.

Nanette C. Heide is a partner and co-chair of the Private Equity Group and Rodrigo Sadi is an associate at the law firm of Duane
Morris LLP.
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With looming headwinds,
middle-market M&A
remains defiant
While US middle-market M&A activity saw a slow start in 2019 (relative to 2018 levels), activity is projected to increase through
the remainder of 2019 as public equities performance remains strong and multiple announced, sizeable acquisitions will close
by the end of the year. Although deal activity has decreased from peak levels in 2015, current levels still reflect a robust market.
Corporations and financial buyers continue to be acquisitive, using M&A to obtain new technologies, expand and diversify
product/service lines, build platforms for further investments and as a tool to augment organic growth.
Macroeconomic growth softened in 2Q 2019, and some leading indicators are showing increased weakness, escalating sentiment
that a period of slower growth or decline may be likely in the near future. The ISM New Orders Index registered unchanged
at 50.0 in June (indicating no economic expansion), after 41 months of consecutive expansionary readings. The Chicago Fed
Midwest Index also indicated below-average growth, decreasing to -0.3 in June. However, Consumer Confidence Index reads
at 135.7 (July 2019), its highest level for the year, easing some investors’ fears of an impending recession. Additionally, recent
interest rate cuts have boosted economic performance while simultaneously providing M&A markets easier access to capital at
relatively low cost. Combined with record levels of private equity dry powder and strong corporate balance sheets, M&A activity
is projected to remain relatively robust.
While the current economic environment encourages continued M&A activity, there are numerous impending uncertainties
threatening to disrupt this position. Although the US economic foundation remains strong, trade riffs between China, the 2020
presidential election and uncertainties regarding fluctuating/contradictory macroeconomic factors all pose as threats to current
economic conditions. If these pick up steam, and if sentiment regarding an economic downturn continues to grow, anticipated
strong M&A activity could temper in the intermediate term.
Throughout 2018, companies navigated the ever-evolving environment regarding newly implemented Chinese tariffs. Today,
companies are re-addressing tariff strategies as US trade policy with China continues to evolve. In addition to trade policy
uncertainty, fears around fiscal and regulatory policy changes regarding the 2020 presidential race weigh on investors’ minds.
The combination of these headwinds—economic uncertainty, trade policy uncertainty, political (and related policy) uncertainty—
hardly guarantee a prolonged period of M&A growth, and a robust environment for M&A activity today could turn into resistance
in 2020.
As business owners weigh a potential sale of their company, properly preparing to mitigate any risks associated with the current
state of the business cycle and the uncertainties mentioned above is becoming increasingly paramount. The past several years
provided sellers an advantageous M&A environment, as buyers, flush with cash, drove valuation multiples to multiyear highs. As
this market cycle begins to wane, PMCF believes business owners will have 12–18 months of runway left to transact in the current
business cycle. Once this period ends, business owners will be chasing the coattails of the current economic state, potentially
finding themselves transacting at a time when activity and valuation multiples have depressed.

Joe Wagner is a Managing Director and partner with middle-market investment banking advisory firm PMCF and is also a co-head
for the firm’s industrials team. He has over 16 years of investment banking experience focused on the execution of buy-side and
sell-side M&A advisory, shareholder recapitalizations, leveraged and management buyouts and the private placement of senior
and subordinated debt. PMCF is an affiliate of Plante & Moran, PLLC.
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